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Abstract

This paper examines the viability of Jiirgen Habermas's discourse
theory in the analysis of concrete linguistic interactions, using the'
example of the round table discussion of [acques Derrida's UNESCO
Lecture entitled 'Of the Humanities and the Philosophical
Disciplines.' Some critics claim that the presuppositions listed by
Habermas for his theory are largely pragmatic idealizations which
could- hardly be applied in a practical discourse setting. This paper
will both test his postulations and a generalization of these principles
for the analysis of discourse of any kind. It is observed that
participants in a discourse often have their own individual discourse
practices. The assessment of the contributions of the participants in
the Roundtable is therefore with reference to the theoretical ideas,
noting the points of ~onvergence and divergence. The findings
include that the meeting points are numerous, but so also the areas of
divergence; and it is extrapolated that the model is viable for
discourse analysis generally, provided that the distinctive features of
the specific discourse are fully identified and their discourse
implications taken into consideration.

Introduction
Discourse analysis is a field of study which belongs to the human
sciences. For this reason, various disciplines such as applied
linguistics, literary criticism, sociology, psychology, sociolinguistics
and so on have shown great interest in it and explored its potential
for explaining the linguistic facts they deal with. Hence, it is said to
be multi-disciplinary in nature. Good quality analysis, theref~re,
requires more than a nodding acquaintance with the surro~ndm.g
disciplines. The round table under discussion is exemp~ary m this
regard. The participants include well k.now.n phIlo~~ph~rs,
beginning with [acques Derrida himself, leadmg literary .c~ltics.like
Murray Krieger, Wolfgang Iser, Hazard Adams, and J: HilllS Miller,
*(ieneral Studies, Oko, & **Department of English & Literary Studies, Nsukka 159.,.
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comparatists like Behler and Bill Readings, and language scholars
like Pauline Yuand Ching-hsien Wang.

The variety of viewpoints in the pr.actice of .cU:'course
analysis has a drawback, however, in that there. ISno unanmuty as to
what constitutes discourse analysis. For mst~ce, McCarthr'
Matthiessen and Slade (2002:57) view it as the analy.slS~f langua~e ~
its social context while Johnstone (2008:29) maintains that It. IS
concerned with any actual talking, writing or si~g. Others like
Mey (2001:190) emphasize context as an eleme~t Wlth~ut reference
to which the study of discourse may.never Yle.ld reliable results.
Accordingly, Woods (2006:x) views discourse sl~ply a~ language
plus context, as if discourse analysis would beachieved if language
is taken back to the original context. .

Undoubtedly, context has a significant role to plar, but
discourse analysis demands a lot more. Johnstone (2008:29) ~ ~act
.describes it as a highly systematic and thorough approach to critical
reading (and listening); for critic~ read~g inevi,~ably leads ~o a
questioning of the status quo .. Th~s m readin~ one mteJ?'ogates the
text (Derrida 1978:67), engagmg m 'the practice of making sense of
signs' (Foucault qtd in Mey 200~:91)... Here ~e process of
interrogating, 'and making sense IS given pr~~ence; ~ence
discourse meaning entails much more than what ISsaid o~written .
.In some practices, it is this 'more than' that discourse analysis reveals
and describes.

In J.L. Austin's speech act semantics, an utterance is said to
perform a number of acts: the locutionary, the illocutionary, and the
perlocutionary acts: This is of course a one-sided analysis - from the
side of the one who makes the utterance. The theory is. therefore

.modified in Jiirgen Habermas's 'Theory of Communicative Action'
where he maintains that 'the fundamental form of coordination
'through language ... requires speakers to adopt a practical stan~e
oriented toward "reaching understanding" (Bohman .2007). This
~~aru; that an adequate analysis needs to take into consideration the
participants in the discourse and their individual ~ontributio~. J:Iis
model of discourse is therefore not an act, but m commurncative
action. When speakers or participants in discourse address ~ne
another with a view to reac;hing an understanding - a practical
attitude - they are said to engage in communicative action. Based o~
this, Habermas developed a discourse theory for use in the analysis
of what he calls practical discourse.

160
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Communicative Action
For Hahermas, all speech acts are ultimately oriented towards the
goal of understanding and he is quite convinced that human beings
generally possess the communicative competence that will bring
about such understanding which depends more or less on
justification and argumentation process. What is at stake in
discourse is therefore not necessarily learning to vary sentence
structures but being able to gain entrance into a speech community
as a responsible autonomous speaker (Grady and Wells 1986), since
discourse is conceived as an act undertaken within a social situation.

. However, 'the principle of discourse leaves open the type of
argumentation, and hence the route, by which a discursive
agreement can be reached' (Habermas 1998:Chap. I).

, In his 'Morality and Ethical Life' (1988/89), Habermas views
practical discourse as an exacting form of argumentative decision
making. Here participants do not lose sight of the object of discourse,
which, as has been shown is a productivity tied to a number of
'correlates' (Akwanya 2010:48) which together make up what
Benveniste calls 'the instance of discourse'. By linking meaning to
the acceptability of speech facts, Habermas moves the analysis
beyond the narrow focus of truth-conditional semantics to social
intelligibility (Bohman 2007), bringing social interaction to the fore
asa key feature of practical discourse. His account of practical
discourse is based on the principle that 'a norm is valid when the
foreseeable consequences and side effects of its general observance
.for the interests and value orientations of each individual could be
jointly accepted by all concerned without coercion' (Habermas 1998:
Chap. I). Communicative action, therefore, is the function that
accounts not only for the Structure of practical discourse, but also for
the movement of language within it.

There are, however, validity claims of intelligibility, truth,
sincerity, and correctness which may be raised at any point in the
instance of discourse and have to be redeemed in successful
communicative actions. To avoid partial results, analysis of the
instance of discourse will account for the matter about which the
participants are attempting to reach an understanding, the
participants themselves, and 'the full range of speech acts which are
being accomplished in the given utterance' (Akwanya 2005:95).

1111
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In brief, practical discourse as conceived by Habermas has
the following basic features:

i. more than one participant is involved
11. all the participants are included
m. 'all participants have equal opportunity to contribute
iv. there is no coercion
v. there is no deception ,
vi. decision is reached through arguments and justifications
vii. there is an object of discourse which participants do not lose

sight of
viii. the goal is to reach understanding or consensual agreement

, among the participants
ix. participants treat each other as equals
x, the validity claims of intelligibility, truthfulness, sincerity

and correctness have to be redeemed for a particular
utterance to be regarded as successful.

Some critics regard Habermas's ideas as largely 'pragmatic
idealizations' of which the conditions are essentially 'counterfactual I

(Bohman2007), and as such hardly practicable. Foreman-Wernet
(2005:3)has also complained of the paucity of empirical studies or
applications of Habermas's ideas. This paper will test out the
principles of communicative action in a practical setting and will
thus show that Habermas's theory is a viable model of discourse
analysis.

Practical Discourse and the Roundtable

Several modes of discourse ranging'from lectures, conversations,
andsermons to letters, news reports, poems and so on may be
identified. Hence Akwanya (2005:123) asserts that the mode of
analysis may vary depending on the function assigned language in
the instance of discourse; whether simply to maintain an
atmosphere of sociability, to exchange ideas, or to perform some
other action. In practical discourse, the goal is to reach
understanding' hence it 'sets in motion a cooperative competition for

, IQ
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the better argument, where the orientation to the goal of a
communicatively reached agreement unites the participants from
the outset' (Habermas 1998: Chapter I). In a roundtable, however,
competition is not always cooperative, so that agreement may not
always be reached. In the present case, agreement is rendered still
more difficult by there being as many as eleven participants: Hazard
Adams, Ernst Behler, Hendrick Birus, [acques Derrida, Wolfgang
Iser, Murray Krieger, Hillis Millet, Ludwig Pfeiffer, Bill Readings,
Ching-hsien Wang and Pauline Yu, with their various
specializations and interests. For the purposes of this study, each
individual contribution is treated as a paragraph. Thus' the
document comprises 152paragraphs.

Roundtables may quite achieve their purpose if they succeed
~ clarifying issues of concern to the participants; and they generally
mvolve a twofold function: interrogation and clarification. In this
round table, Derrida is the one on the spot and is the one being
9.uestioned ~d invited to offer clarifications. In paragraph 69, for
mstance, Krieger calls on him to throw more light on his view
expressed in the Lecture that Western philosophywas privileged:

Could you speak a little more about one element in the paper
and' that you referred to in your talk? I think you said at one
point in your' remarks that you opened with today that
Western philosophy is privileged. I thought you said that
Greek or European philosophy is, in a waYrP~tvp.eged.{"~,, '

On this issue, elaborations areoffered without necessarily ensuring
consensual agreement. ,

, Another key element of practical discourse which is not
guaranteed in the round table is that all participants have equal
opportunity to contribute. Derrida makes most of the contributions
in this round table, some very lengthy, for the issues of clarification
are his to handle. Some of the others say very little. For instance,
Pauline Yu speaks only once while Wang contributes only on three
occasions. But Ludwig Pfeiffer says nothing at all throughout the

. session. Along with Derrida, Krieger, Miller, Readings and Behler
are the dominant discussants. .

Habermas's ideal of discourse is said to leave 'open the type
of argumentation, and hence the route, by which a discursive
agreement can be reached I (1998: Chapter 1). In this Roundtable,
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however, the moderator is in control of the discourse and
determines both the scope and the route of the discussion. In

"paragraph 3 for instance, he states:
Well, my task is now to respond to you, and I will do this by
outlining a number of topics we might like to discuss and to
which you might like to respond, but I will also refer back to
your paper - not by way of summarizing it, just by picking
something here and there.

By 'outlining a number of topics' for discussion, Behler is placing
restraints around the discussion. It is hard to tell to what extent these
restraints effectively exclude people like Pfeiffer and even Pauline
Yu from active participation. '

Despite the contrasting features, the Roundtable is
undoubtedly discourse and has .much in common~ithpractical
discourse. Both are 'exactingform[s] of argumentative decision
making' (Habermas 1988/89), as the participants in both modes
bring their viewpoints to bear on the object of discourse, using
arguments and justifications. This feature is probably more strongly

, marked in the roundtab1e than in practical discourse. In a round table
with a text as its object, such as the present one, of which the validity
claim of intelligibility is precisely what the author is called upon to'
redeem, the only viable method is one based on arguments and
justifications. Derrida is quite explicit on this point: ~

I won't summarise the paper: I'm not good ,at that and then I
, :., y

think it's better for me to go around the paper and justify it ...
This movement of justificationsparks off a real debate, where
opposing points 'of view struggle for dominance or strive to
maintain their self-avowed intelligibility against a thought that
would embarrass it by uncovering irratioriality within its folds. The
moderator has to step in on occasions to douse the tempo. If
agreement is in question in this round table, it must be m terms of
agreeing to disagree. But Gimmler has observed with respect to
practical discourse that here 'the unforced force of the better
argument prevails' (3).Th~ very high and almost exclusive premium
on the claim of intelligibility indicates that what is going on in the
round table is philosophy, The object of this discourse is not a~~ut
verifiable truth. The round table does not thematize the validity
claim of truth. Where verifiable truth is recognized, it requires

164

neither justification nor is enhanced by argumentation.
Quite another point is that in Habermas's practical discourse

interlocutors treat each other as equals in a co-operative attempt to
reach an understanding in matters of common concern
(~t~:! / plato.~tand~ord.edu/ entries/habermas). Equality here

, signifies the orientation of the participants towards one another. In
the r?undtable discussion,despite the formal nature of the language,
the informal way the participants relate with one another is
significant. They address one another as colleagues or even friends
using their first names.

Broadly speaking, in practical discourse unlike the
, round table discussion, the paradigm of communicative' action is
): conversation in that it involves a small number of speaking parties,
/ - +often the minimum two (Akwanya 2005:85), where the switching of
F roles between the First Person and the Second Person of discourse as

Benveniste has shown, is friction free and causes no confusion. This
'~ round table has eleven participants, and there is great use of names to
r identify the specific addressee, who is thereby assigned the role of
.:' listener. Without the use of names, the Second Person can have no
~',; r~ference in a speech situation with eleven participants; and
,, ,discourse would breakdown. The Third Person, who is ideally
" absentJrom the instance of discourse, is on occasions invoked in this
-', rouridtableto supply for the Second Person, for example, in Behler's
~. speech in paragraph 1: ' -

I'm pleased to open the last session, and to ask the last
presenter to speak to us. This, is of course, not because it is the
last session and the last presenter, but because it is Jacques,
who has had an extraordinary presence at our conference,
not only through his remarks and observations to individual
papers, but also an intellectual presence in many of the

. papers presented here. ,
!he speech is addressed apparently to the entire group; and it is for
the l~st p~esenterl to identify himself by speaking. It is Derrida that
steps m as the last presenter' with a speech.
bo As a, £qIOlIary, listening and s?eaking skills are crucial for
, .th ~e roundtableand the conversation. These are basic language

,4kilIs and are essential if practical discourse may 'lead to an '
unde~stan~g and if a roundtable may achieve clarification. In a
practical discourse, the participants switch from speaking to
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listening following cues, but cues are hardly any use where ~~re are
many and able participants; hence the need for a privileged
participant to moderate. ..

The claim of sincerity can equally be ascertained despite the
fact that it resides more or less in the affective domain. In the
round table, the participants' have been consis.ten~ly thr~ugh
arguments and justifications trying to advance their dIvers~ :'Iews
on philosophy and the humanities, giving the oth~r participants
room to voice their opinions and disagreements, WIth arguments
based solely on the matter open for discussion ~d no~atta~king the
personality involved. All this validates the claim of smcen~ of ~e

, intentional act involved in the contribution one makes. Sincerity
entails that participants believe what they say in the contri~uti?ns
they make. This is a feature lac~g in en~erta~en~ by ~?~~~'.J~~t
as in poetry - except in what Derrida calls ~abblIDcal ~ead.mgs.

The 'rabbinical' interpretation of interpretation IS that one
which seeks a final truth, which sees interpretation as an
unfortunately necessary, road back to an original truth. The
'poetical' interpretation of interpretation does not seek truth
-or origin, but affirms the play of interpretation (Writing and
Difference 311).
We have said that this roundtable is a philosophical

discourse; and u'we ask whether this is how philosophy takes place,
we would be raising the validity claim of correctness .. For
philosophy throughout its history has given high promine~ce to the
production .of texts. - in much the same way as litera~re.
Notwithstanding Plato's dialogues, therefore, the tradition
associated with philosophy is as if it could take place onl~ as a

;~\'."~xtual practice, as if philosophy is a strl;IDger.and not at home m the
. __ space. This roundtable, however, constitutes a contex~ where

what is and remains a text, a philosophical text, is ushered into the
O$l space to be interrogated and 'sollicited' [Derrida 1'91.6:73), s~ th~t
one must answer for it, the one whose name it bears, whose mind It
expresses.
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Conclusion
Our investigation shows that Habermas's theory of communicative
action is workable for the analysis of discourse generally. Practical
discourse meeting all of Habermas's conditions may be rare indeed.
But the theory is viable for the analysis of discourse of all kinds,
provided that the distinctive features of the specific instance of
discourse are properly identified and the consequences factored in. If
it be used for poetry, for instance, the validity claims of truth and
sincerity will have to be set aside, while explorations based on the
claim of correctness connect the poem to the entire history of
literature. This is where the acco':ffit of genre belongs. But
intelligibility is really what is at stake in modem criticism,
accounting for the endless possibilities of readings of one and the ,

.....same poem ..It.differs from philosophical discourse as in the present
round table. Here the requirement of sincerity is at least as important .
as that of intelligibility. It is necessary therefore in analyzing this
kind of discourse to determine the exact viewpoint and the personal
commitment of the one who offers the discourse. With this, meaning
is less prone to proliferate. .
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